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A stylish new way to learn about organic, biodynamic and natural wines

Richie Harkham is a talented young man; a successful actor, businessman,
philanthropist and maker of kosher and natural wines at Harkham Wines in the Hunter
Valley. 

Richie is running a little late because it is vintage, but he's still keen to talk about how
his natural wines offer something different in the marketplace and Harkham says it
made the first 100% preservative-free wine in the region. It is also the only certified
kosher winery in the southern hemisphere and all the wines are unfined and unfiltered.

Harkham Wines, where all the fruit
is hand-picked and hand sorted, is
a genuine boutique operation, and
just one of the stops on a brand
new two-day tour devised by wine
educator and freelance writer
Daniel Honan focusing on organic,
biodynamic and natural wine
producers in the region.

Guests on The Wine Idealist Tours
learn first-hand the differences between the three winemaker styles; touring the
vineyards with viticulturists, tasting with winemakers and eating local organic produce
along the way. 

The new tours take in the Hunter Valley’s best natural, organic and
biodynamic producers, including Tamburlaine, Macquariedale, Krinklewood and
Harkham Wines.

Honan has designed an itinerary
that goes well beyond the standard
bus tour and taste, it's a hands-on
experience that includes overnight
Accommodation at Harkham
Windarra Lodge, all meals –
including lunch at Restaurant
Eighty Eight at Peppers Convent
and a special winegrowers dinner
at Circa 1876. 

Both are cooked by executive chef
George Francisco from ethically-sourced and local organic produce. 

Richie Harkham conducts a private tasting

George Francisco in the Circa 1876 kitchen gardens
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